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Cancer Dependency Map

● Precision cancer medicine 
seeks to target dependencies 

● For many cancers, the 
relationship between the 
genetic features of cancer    
and dependencies is not     
well understood. 

● A “cancer dependency map”   
is needed: Depmap

https://depmap.org/portal/download/ [1][1]

https://depmap.org/portal/download/
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Depmap data

● In vitro characterization of cancer cell lines (~1700)

● Broadly represent “landscape” of cancer diseases

● New quarterly data releases (19Q1, 19Q2, etc.)

● Published under the Creative Commons license (CC BY 4.0)

[1]

[2]
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Current Depmap Datasets (19Q3)

● depmap package imports Depmap data into R:

● “rnai” (RNAi  genetic dependency)

● “crispr” (CRISPR genetic dependency)

● “copyNumber” (log fold copy number)

● “TPM” (protein-coding expression)

● “RPPA” (Reverse Phase Protein Array)

● “mutationCalls” (mutation calls)

● “drug_sensitivity” (chemical dependency)

● “metadata” (metadata about all cancer cell lines)
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Value added to Depmap data in depmap package

● Data was cleaned, unique identifier depmap_id added for 
cell line entries in all datasets, ENSEMBL_ID added, etc.

● Data sets are comparable (e.g. consistent feature names)

● Datasets were converted to long format tibbles for use with 
popular R tools such as dplyr and ggplot2
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Features of depmap R package

● Lightweight (data stored in the cloud via ExperimentHub)

● Accessor functions automatically download and cache data 
from cloud (e.g. depmap_rnai() downloads RNAi data)

● All past and future versions of Depmap data will be 
accessible to enhance research reproducibility
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Use case for depmap

● Investigate cancer dependency
target of interest in Depmap data

● Oncogenic PIK3CA mutations lead
to increased genomic dependency
in breast cancer cells 

● Explore Depmap data for this
gene and illustrating with ggplot 

[3]

[4]
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Use Case Exploring Depmap Dependency Data
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Use Case Exploring Depmap Expression Data
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Some things to keep in mind

● RNAi and CRISPR datasets may have different dependency 
scores for the same gene and cell line (!) 

● Imperative to take other features such as log copy number, 
expression into account

● We encourage you to combine Depmap data with other 
datasets of interest (TCGA, CCLE, etc)

[5, 6]
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depmap package requirements
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Conclusion

● depmap will continue to be updated in line with future 
Bioconductor releases

● Additional Depmap data releases (>19Q4, etc) will 
continue to added in future depmap package versions

● If you have further questions, please check out my poster
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